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Current support available  
Google announces support scheme for small British businesses  

• As part of the Open for Business initiative, the firm will offer 10,000 hours of free 
mentoring on online business to small companies and charities, as well as £25 
million worth of advertising credits and grants and aid digital skill improvements in 
100,000 people.  

• Potentially helpful for small retail businesses that do not have online presence and 
are struggling to make the transition  

The Retail, Hospitality and Leisure Grant Fund (RHLGF) will allow eligible businesses in the 
UK to claim a cash grant of up to £25,000 from their local council.  
Small businesses can take loans of up to £5 million with no interest for the first six months, 
through the British Business Bank, from the expanded Coronavirus Business Interruption 
Loans Scheme. More information and details can be found here.  

Government Initiatives  
Introduction of a business rates holiday for retail businesses: eligible businesses will not 
have to pay business rates for 2020 to 2021 tax year. 
Check eligibility here  
Apply for Bounce back loan scheme (BBLS): Enables smaller retail businesses to access 
finance more quickly during the coronavirus outbreak.  

• Helps small and medium-sized businesses to borrow between £2,000 to 25% of 
their turnover. The maximum loan available is £50,000.  

• Government guarantees 100% of the loan and there won’t be any fees or interest 
to pay for the first 12 months. After 12 months the interest rate will be 2.5% a year. 

Industry-specific aid and bodies  
Government guidance on operating safely in the workplace, in a letter to the UK's retail 
sector. 
British Retail Consortium’s sector specific guidance on social distancing in warehouses 
and distribution centres.  
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https://www.gov.uk/guidance/check-if-youre-eligible-for-the-coronavirus-retail-hospitality-and-leisure-grant-fund
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/check-if-your-retail-hospitality-or-leisure-business-is-eligible-for-business-rates-relief-due-to-coronavirus-covid-19
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/working-safely-during-coronavirus-covid-19
https://brc.org.uk/news/corporate-affairs/social-distancing-in-warehouse-and-distribution-settings/
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Hints & tips regarding changes to operations  
Charting a path forward for retail companies  
McKinsey report on how the retail landscape has changed for 3 sub-sectors: grocery, 
apparel, fashion and luxury (AF&L) along with restaurants, and what changes companies in 
these sectors should make to adapt.  
Following diagram shows the major changes that have taken place and contributed to the 
shift in macro, commercial and cost factors relating to the retail industry. 

5 dimensions of transformative adaption: 

Revenue Management: Double down on goods that consumers may pay a premium for 
post pandemic. 

• Operating Models: Re-examine supply chains, footprints and labour to identify 
new operating models that can alleviate margin pressures. 

• Digital Capabilities: establish expansion into new channels such as a curb-side 
pickup option, online-ordering applications, home-delivery options, and other 
digitally driven services. 

• Capital Investments: increase investment in technology not only to cater to 
consumer preferences but to position organisation for growth in next normal. 

• M&A and partnerships: report shows a lot of promise in this aspect. 

OECD’s research and analysis on new and emerging e-commerce business models, 
examining trends across a range of dimensions. 

Report from Marsh and McLennan companies as to 6 things retailers should do to 
navigate the current environment. 
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https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/m-and-a/our-insights/the-next-normal-retail-m-and-a-and-partnerships-after-covid-19
https://www.oecd.org/going-digital/unpacking-ecommerce.pdf
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Key learnings 
Insights from research done by Rakuten 

• Three quarters of global consumers are not planning to reduce their 
spending during Christmas 2020. 

     
• While 65% of UK shoppers said they had made more online purchases than 

usual during the outbreak, nearly three quarters primarily plan to shop 
online during the holiday period. 

• 49% of UK consumers have cut back their spending in light of the 
coronavirus crisis, compared to 33% and 28% of French and German 
shoppers respectively. However, 42% of them stated that they hope to 
spend the same amount of money at Christmastime as they have done in 
previous years. 

Data from retail experts Springboard 

• Footfall across UK shopping destinations fell by 56.6% throughout the month of 
June 

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2020/jul/24/uk-retail-sales-bounce-back-in-june-
close-to-pre- coronavirus-levels 

• Retail sales rose by 13.9% in June compared with May as pent-up demand among 
consumers returned overall spending close to pre-pandemic levels. 

Learnings from China for UK’s retail recovery  

2 critical areas to focus on for their recovery: 

• Supply Chain: Emerging supply chain concerns in relation to transportation and 
logistics. Retailers need to assess issues and potential shortages of their supply 
chain, looking at relative levels of health, staffing levels and location of the cities. 

• Consumer Demand: Plan for a slower and much longer-term return to normal for 
demand. Focus and strengthen online offerings, focusing on flexible stock and a 
virtual stock pool. Consumers in the UK spend a greater percentage of their retail 
expenditure online 
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https://rakutenadvertising.com/en-uk/resources/road-recovery-shopping-peaks/
https://www.retailgazette.co.uk/blog/2020/07/footfall-still-low-in-june-despite-retail-lockdown-exit/
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2020/jul/24/uk-retail-sales-bounce-back-in-june-close-to-pre-%2520coronavirus-levels
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2020/jul/24/uk-retail-sales-bounce-back-in-june-close-to-pre-%2520coronavirus-levels
https://www.pwc.co.uk/issues/crisis-and-resilience/covid-19/learnings-from-china-for-uk-retail-recovery.html
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Consumers in the UK spend a greater percentage of their retail 
expenditure online  

Consumers embracing hybrid purchasing journeys, such as relying on in-store experience 
then buying online, has been quickly replaced by ‘digital first’ taking place as the norm. 
Compared to other European countries, the UK already exhibited higher percentages of 
online retail expenditure. Further detail here. 

Major UK retailers operate at over-capacity 
• Store-based profit margins for top 150 U.K. retailers have more than halved in less 

than a decade – dropping from 8.8 percent as seen in 2009/10 to 4.1 percent in 
2017/18 

• Since operating costs have increased by 10.8% since 2014, along with long term 
inflexible lease structures and rapidly changing consumer habits, A&M estimates 
large multiple retailers take up 20% more space than they need or can justify 

The Shape of Retail 
A&M partnered up with Retail Economics to publish a report providing data-based 
insights into changes taking place in the retail industry. 

Long term changes in consumer habits: 

Surveys on how COVID-19 has affected consumer attitudes, behaviours and sentiment. 
More detail here. 
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https://www.alvarezandmarsal.com/insights/major-uk-retailers-operate-20-percent-over-capacity
https://www.alvarezandmarsal.com/sites/default/files/uk_appendix_.pdf
https://www.alvarezandmarsal.com/insights/172-million1-uk-consumers-expected-make-permanent-changes-their-shopping-habits

